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Outlander
By Gabaldon, Diana.

Bantam. 1 Paperback(s), 2014. soft. Book Condition: New. The
year is 1945, and Claire Randall, a former British combat nurse,
is just back from the war and reunited with her husband Frank
on a second honeymoon in the Scottish Highlands. Walking
through one of the ancient circles of standing stones that dot the
British Isles, she is suddenly transported 200 years into the past,
when Scotland is torn by clan disputes and war with the English.
The first book in Diana Gabaldon's Quill Awardwinning historical
romance series, and the inspiration for the Starz television series
of the same name, Outlander is the tale of a woman torn
between the world she left behind and her growing love for the
gallant young Scots warrior Jamie Fraser."It is a large canvas
that Gabaldon paints, filled with strong passions and derring-do.
Strong willed and sensual, Claire is an engaging modern heroine
plopped down in a simpler, more primitive time. Great fun .
marvelous and fantastic adventures, romance, sex . perfect
escape reading."SFChronicle 627.
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Reviews
An extremely wonderful book with lucid and perfect information. It is one of the most awesome publication i have
read. Your life period will probably be enhance the instant you total looking at this pdf.
-- Pr of. Da n Windler MD
It is really an amazing publication i actually have at any time read. It is really simplistic but unexpected situations
inside the 50 percent of your pdf. Its been written in an exceptionally simple way in fact it is just right a er i finished
reading this ebook where actually transformed me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Dr . Celestino Spinka III
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